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Summary



Measuring the complexity of a statistical model is important for model criticism and comparison. However, it is unclear how to do this for hierarchical models due to uncertainty regarding the appropriate contribution of the random eects. This paper develops a measure of complexity for generalized linear hierarchical models based on linear model theory. We demonstrate the new measure for Poisson and binomial observables modeled with a simple random eects model, a spatial conditionally autoregressive (CAR) model often used in disease mapping, and a model having both spatial clustering and random heterogeneity eects. The new measure is compared to a Bayesian measure of model complexity, the eective number of parameters pD (Spiegelhalter et al., 2002) using simulated data and datasets describing cancer mortality and breast cancer late-detection risk in Minnesota. The two measures are usually close, but dier markedly in some instances where pD is arguably inappropriate. Finally, we show how the new measure can be used to approach the dicult task of specifying prior distributions for variance components, in the process casting further doubt on the commonly-used vague inverse gamma prior. Key words: Degrees of freedom Eective number of parameters Generalized linear hier-



archical model Model complexity Spatial conditionally autoregressive (CAR) model.



1 Introduction Recent computing developments have made it possible to t more and more complex hierarchical models. A hierarchical model has multilevel structure: at each level of the hierarchy, the variables are related to parameters at the next level. Bayesian tting of such models using Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods is now fairly routine. However, 1



despite its importance in model criticism and comparison, a hierarchical model's complexity remains unclear because it unclear how to \count" the random eects. Previous authors (e.g., Volinsky and Raftery, 2000) showed that either counting or not counting such eects may be asymptotically justiable for model comparison using the Bayesian information criterion (BIC), but in practice the two answers can dier markedly. The \eective number of parameters," pD , was recently proposed by Spiegelhalter et al. (2002) as a general Bayesian measure of model complexity. It is dened as the posterior mean of the deviance minus the deviance evaluated at the posterior mean of interest:



pD = D() ; D()



(1)



where the deviance, D(), is dened as D() = ;2 logff (yj)g + 2 logfh(y)g, f being the likelihood and h a standardizing function of the data alone. This measure has many attractive features. In linear models, it approximates the trace of the product of the Fisher information and posterior covariance matrices, the classical measure of model dimensionality. Adding a normality assumption, pD becomes the trace of the \hat" matrix that projects observations onto tted values. Moreover, pD is readily available using MCMC routines. But pD has limitations. Its value depends on the model's t i.e., it is a function of the (data-based) posterior means of  and D(). It also depends on the choice of \focus" (parameter of interest) , and it need not be invariant to one-to-one transformations of . Negative pD can also occur with non-log-concave likelihoods and in other situations (Celeux et al., 2003). Hodges and Sargent (2001) took a dierent approach to measuring complexity of linear hierarchical models. Their trick was to express hierarchical models in the form of ordinary linear models by adding articial \constraint cases" to the data to represent the constraints imposed by the hierarchy (Lee and Nelder, 1996, used the analogous trick for analyzing a 2



larger class of models). For example, consider the balanced one-way random eects model,



yij = i + ij  j = 1 : : :  n i = 1 : : :  N



(2)



i =  + i



(3)



where ij iid  N (0 2 ) and i iid  N (0 2 ). Rewrite (3) as 0 = ;i +  + i



(4)



and combine equations (2) and (4) to give a linear model,
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= fyij g, 1n and 0n (or 0Nn) are column vectors of 1s and 0s respectively,



(5)







=



fij g, and  = fij g. This has the form of a linear model: the left-hand side is known, consisting of the response variable



y



and some 0s, the rst term on the right-hand side



is a linear combination of unknown parameters, and the second term adds heteroscedastic normal errors. Bayesian analysis using (5), which Whittaker (1998) describes precisely as \an accounting identity," is identical to that in the typical formulation (Carlin and Louis, 2000, Section 2.1 Hodges, 1998). Equation (5) can be rewritten in the more general form,
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(6)



where y is d  1, X1 is d  q, Z1 is c  q, Z2 is c  s, 1 is q  1, 2 is s  1,  is d  1, and  is c  1. This form suggests how the reformulation can be applied in a large class 3



of models. Sections 3 and 4 give examples, as do Hodges (1998, Section 2), Sargent et al. (2000, Sections 5.2, 5.3), and Hodges and Sargent (2001, Section 6). Equation (6) can be written even more compactly as Y



= X  + e:



(7)



Dene the rows of X and Y in (7) corresponding to X1 in (6) as \data cases" these are the rows or cases in (6) into which the data y enter directly. Dene the rows of X and Y corresponding to Z1 as \constraint cases" they stochastically constrain 1. The covariance matrix of e, ;, is block diagonal with blocks ;1 and ;2 for the data and constraint cases, respectively. Prior information can be added for components of  not modeled by a higher level of hierarchy, using further constraint cases with fully specied covariance (Hodges, 1998, Section 2). Assume X is full rank and ; is known, and multiply both sides of (7) by ;; 21 to create a homoscedastic problem
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(8)



Linear model theory then implies (Hodges and Sargent, 2001, Section 3) that the complexity or degrees of freedom of this model t is the trace of the projection (\hat") matrix of the observations onto their tted values, 



= trf(X;1j0d s)(X;0 X; );1(X;1j0d s)0 g :



(9)



Note that is a function only of the design matrix X and the covariance ;, and thus any unknowns in ;. This projection is generally not orthogonal, so \degrees of freedom" is not interpreted as in ordinary linear models. For the latter, \two degrees of freedom" means a 4



projection space specied by two basis vectors, in which the tted values can take any value. In the reformulated hierarchical model (6), \two degrees of freedom" means the projection space is a subspace of 0 when yi = 0, ^i is undened, creating a diculty for the approximate i2 . Section 6 discusses this \zeroes" issue in detail. Result (15) is easily adapted to allow a known oset log Ei, i.e., g(i) = i =  +log Ei + i. Subtracting log Ei from both sides turns the last equation back into (14). To capture this in Section 2.1's derivation of , the pseudodatum ui in (11) is modied by subtracting log Ei, and is as in (15). To see how  and 2 aect , we simulated ve data sets (Table 1) with N = 20 and



 and 2 as given in Table 1. A conventional \low-information" prior, an IG(0:01 0:01) (i.e., inverse gamma with shape and rate parameters both equal to 0:01, hence mean 1 and variance 100), was used for 2 this is the one typically employed by the WinBUGS software (www.mrc-bsu.cam.ac.uk/bugs/welcome.shtml)



.



For each of the ve datasets, Table 2 describes the posterior distribution of the degrees of freedom in the t using both the approximate i2 = e^i and the exact i2 = ei . Our MCMC algorithm used 3 parallel sampling chains each run for 10,000 iterations. Notice that the two methods for i2 give very similar posterior summaries. The posteriors for datasets 1 to 4 have very similar shape, with a short upper tail and long lower tail, while the posterior for dataset 5 has a short lower tail and long upper tail. The true degrees of freedom is calculated using the true parameter values, i.e., i2 = e;i , with group i's true . For datasets 1 through 4, the true degrees of freedom is within the posterior 95% credible set for , and the posterior median and mean are near the true value. For dataset 5, the true 2 = 0, so that the true random eects are identically zero (even 9



though our tted model will still include random eects). Thus the true = 1, the lower bound on 's possible values. Both and pD are rather larger than 1, re ecting fairly strong prior information for 2. Specically, the IG(0.01, 0.01) prior on 2 induces on a prior on 



having mean 19.7 (of a maximum 20), median > 19:9995, and 2:5th percentile 15.8. The pD near 7.5 and median values near 6 suggest the data have pulled down this strong prior considerably, but have not fully overcome it. For datasets 1 and 2, pD is close to 's posterior mean, median, and true value. For dataset 5, pD is larger than 's posterior mean and median by 1 to 1.5 degrees of freedom, perhaps re ecting greater in uence of the prior. For datasets 3 and 4, pD exceeds the number of groups, N = 20. It is not clear what pD means in these two cases, while 



remains interpretable as the eective dimension of the tted value space. Because pD uses no approximations and the likelihood is log-concave, it would seem that the diculty arises from lack of t of the normal distribution for i. This is quite plausible for dataset 4, where the outliers in the upper tail could hurt pD 's normal approximation for i , leading to the nonsensical (larger than N ) value of pD . Table 2 indicates that the datasets with larger counts (3 and 4) are smoothed less than the datasets with smaller counts (1 and 2). This is expected because i2 = e;i =



1



i



or



i2 = e;^i , so larger i or yi gives a larger ratio i22 for a given 2 . Also, recall that degrees of



freedom is a function of 2 and fi2 g, and that 2 is an unknown with a prior distribution. Thus, a prior on 2 implies a prior on the degrees of freedom , updated by the data to give a posterior on , so the posteriors here re ect a particular prior on 2. More smoothing (lower ) could be induced by shifting more prior probability to smaller 2 see Section 5.



10



2.3 Example: binary-data random eects model Consider a simple random eects model for binary data,



Yiji  Bin(ni i ) with g(i)  logit(i) =  + i = i i = 1 : : :  N



(16)



where i ind  N (0 2), that is i j 2  N ( 2), with  again having a at prior. In this case, as before, there are two possible ways to specify i2 . In the approximate method,



i2 = 1 + exp(^ i)]2=ni exp(^ i) where ^i is the MLE of i , whereas in the exact method, i2 = 1 + exp( i)]2 =ni exp( i ). The degrees of freedom are again computable from (15). Here, ^i = log(yi=(ni ; yi )), so ^i is undened when yi = 0 or ni Section 6 discusses possible remedies for this problem. This section uses articial datasets where ni = 1 that is, yiji is a Bernoulli(i) random variable. As such, only the exact method is demonstrated here. Four dierent datasets were simulated, using two dierent true values of 2 (0.1 and 1) and two \observed" counts of successes (S) and failures (F) (200S, 800F and 500S, 500F) in a total of N = 1000 simulated Bernoulli trials. The prior for  is chosen as N (0 100) for the purpose of comparing the induced prior on with its posterior. Table 3 shows the posterior summary statistics of 



and the priors for 2 in each of four datasets. An IG(10,1) and IG(10,10) prior on 2 produces a 95% prior interval for of (1 29:6) and (1 194:3) for the cases of 200 successes and 500 successes, respectively, both with a short lower tail and a long upper tail. The pD values are close to the posterior median and mean of in all four cases, but not as close as in the Poisson cases.
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3 Spatial random eects models 3.1 The CAR model



Suppose the random eects i in equation (10) correspond to geographical regions. One might consider a spatial conditionally autoregressive (CAR) model for the i , with conditional specication ijj6=i 2  N (i  2 =mi) where mi is the number of region i's spatial neighbors and i =



1



mi



P  , i  j indicating that regions i and j are neighbors. j i j



This



models local variability in the log relative risks, with nearby regions tending to have more similar rates. The joint distribution of  can be written as



f (j 



2



N ;G ) / ; 2 exp







; 21 2 0 Q 



where G is the number of \islands" (disconnected groups of regions) in the spatial structure (Hodges et al., 2003), and the matrix Q is N  N with non-diagonal entries qij = ;1 if i  j and 0 otherwise, and diagonal entries qii = mi.



3.2 Deriving the constraint cases Let Q have spectral decomposition V 0DV , where V 0V = I and D is a diagonal matrix with non-negative diagonal elements. D's last G diagonal elements are zero (Hodges et al., 2003). Except in trivial cases, G N ; 1 and G = 1 if the spatial map is one connected \island". The last column of V is always p1N 1N , which always has a zero eigenvalue in D if



G > 1, G ; 1 other columns in V also have zero eigenvalues in D. Partition D as Diag(D1  D2), where D1 has N ; G nonzero diagonal elements and D2 has



G zero elements. Partition V conformably as V 0 = (V10 V20 ) so that Q = V DV 0 =
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= V10, so 0Q = 0V DV 0 = 0 V1D1V10 =  0D1 . Then as in Hodges et al.



(2003), V10  NN ;G(0 D1;1 2 ). This provides the constraint cases for the approach of Section 2.



3.3 Deriving the degrees of freedom For the Poisson likelihood (14), the normal approximation is the same as in Section 2.2 and known osets log Ei are accommodated the same way. Thus ui is constructed as before and again i2 can be specied by the approximate or exact method as in Section 2.2, dening the data cases ui = i + i  where i ind  N (0 i2). From Section 3.2, the constraint cases are



V10  NN ;G(0 D1;1 2), or 0 = ;V10  +  where   NN ;G(0 D1;1 2 ). Combining the data and constraint cases gives
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In more compact notation, U = X  + e, where the covariance matrix ; of e is



0 1 0  C B Diag(i2 ) B ; = cov @ A = @ 0







As before, X; = ;; 21 X , that is
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0 It then follows from (9) that
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I + Diag i2 V1D1V10 : (17) Equation (17) cannot, in general, be simplied. Again, depends on the covariance structure



= trace



; only through the ratios i2 = 2. The derivation of for binomial observations is identical except i2 is as in Section 2.3. 13



3.4 Example: Minnesota cancer mortality data Our rst illustrative dataset is from the Minnesota Department of Health's Center for Health Statistics, and consists of age-adjusted cancer death rates Ri for each of Minnesota's 87 counties over the period 1991 ; 1998, determined from ICD-9 codes on death certicates of Minnesota residents. Census data from the same period were used to obtain an average population ni and an \age-adjusted cancer death total" yi  ni Ri for each county. The expected



P y )=(P n ), the



number of age-adjusted deaths was specied as Ei = niR, where R = (



i i



i i



statewide age-adjusted cancer death rate. The yi in this dataset are high, with mean around 700 and a minimum of 48. Even though the age adjustment means the counts are no longer integers, non-integer yi still lead to valid full conditional and joint posterior distributions (see, e.g., Xia and Carlin, 1998). Therefore we use a spatial Poisson CAR model, with 2 having an inverse gamma prior with shape and rate parameters 0.01. It is straightforward to obtain the marginal posterior of , evaluating (17) for each MCMC draw of 2 , and for the exact specication of i2 , of i . For the approximate i2, we avoided inverting an N  N (in this case, 87  87) matrix for every postconvergence sample by using a result by Newcomb (1961) to simultaneously diagonalize the two N  N symmetric, positive semi-denite matrices Diag( 1i2 ) and 12 V1D1 V10 . Newcomb (1961) showed how to construct a nonsingular T and diagonal A0  B0 such that







Diag(;2) + i 







1 V D V 0 ;1 = T 0A T + 1 T 0B T ;1 = (T 0);1(A + 1 B );1T ;1 : 0 0 2 1 1 1 2 0 2 0



T A0 , and B0 are computed once for all MCMC samples of 2 , and A0 + 12 B0 is diagonal, so the computation is highly accelerated. Table 4's rst three rows summarize 's prior and posterior (the two rows of posterior summaries correspond to the approximate and exact method for i2), and give the estimated 14



Figure 1: Maps of posterior means of i, spatial-only model: (a) for the Minnesota cancer mortality data (b) for the Minnesota breast cancer detection data. eective number of parameters pD . All of the results in this table (and Table 5) are based on samples from three independent chains of 10,000 iterations each following a 1000-iteration burn-in period. The posterior median and mean of based on both methods are close to



pD in this case. The posterior of is nearly symmetric about 35 with fairly light tails. There are 87 counties, so and pD suggest that the log relative risks in the model have been moderately smoothed { not surprising, because large counts yi and rates i imply small i2 . This smoothness can also be seen in Figure 1(a), a choropleth map of the posterior means of the i.



3.5 Example: Minnesota breast cancer late detection data Our second dataset is from the Minnesota Cancer Surveillance System (MCSS), a population-based cancer registry maintained by the Minnesota Department of Health. The MCSS collects information on geographic location and stage at detection for colorectal, prostate, lung and breast cancers. The Minnesota Department of Health is charged with investigating 15



the possibility of geographical clustering in breast cancer late detection rates. For each county, the late detection rate is the number of regional or distant case detections divided by the total cases observed, for the years 1995 to 1997. Unlike the previous dataset, the numerators of these ratios (which average about 34 with a minimum of 2) are not small relative to the denominators (which average about 125 with a minimum of 8). Thus late detection is not a \rare event," and so we t a binomial model (instead of a Poisson) with a spatial CAR prior on the random eects. Using the same prior for 2 as in Section 3.4, Table 4's fourth to sixth rows give pD and prior and posterior summaries for based on the two methods of specifying i2. Again, the posterior summaries for are very similar using both methods. The posterior mean of is close to pD , and the latter is in 's posterior 95% credible interval. At least partly because the counts are smaller, the prior on 2 induces more smoothing than in the cancer mortality data, so is smaller here. Compared with the number of counties (87), the point estimate 



= 10:0 indicates substantial smoothing of the log odds ratios. Figure 1(b) shows the posterior means of the i , with a clear cluster of higher late-detection rates in the northwest part of the state. This may indicate unobserved, geographically related covariates, such as health care accessibility or the local population's propensity to seek care.



4 Spatial plus heterogeneity random eects models 4.1 Deriving the degrees of freedom



Consider Besag et al.'s (1991) expansion of the spatial Poisson model in Section 3 to log i = log Ei + i + i 



16



where i jj6=i 2  N (i  2 =mi) as before, but now adding a second set of random eects,



i ind  N (0 2 ), 2 being unknown. The overall mean, called  in previous sections, is implicit in the CAR model for the i . The i capture heterogeneity other than spatial clustering. While only the sum i + i is identied by the datum yi, this model is of interest to spatial epidemiologists seeking to classify heterogeneity as spatial or nonspatial (Best et al., 1999). Using the normal approximation, construct data cases ui so that ui  i + i + i, where



i ind  N (0 i2) independently of fig and fig, and i2 is specied by either the exact or approximate method. The constraint cases fall into two groups corresponding to the constraints imposed by clustering and heterogeneity: 0(N ;G)
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Combining these data and constraint cases gives a form like (6),
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which can be written as U = X  + e. The covariance matrix of e is again block diagonal,
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Following the earlier approach, degrees of freedom is straightforwardly derived as
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IN 2 IN + Diag( i2 )



1;11 CA CC : A



(18)



(The 2  2 block of identity matrices arises from X;1 in (9).) As before, is a function of the design matrix X and the unknowns i2 = 2 and i2 =2, which control smoothing through the spatial and heterogeneity constraints, respectively. Unfortunately, it does not appear possible to divide into degrees of freedom for spatial clustering and degrees of freedom for heterogeniety the two are inextricably entwined in this overparameterized model. For binomial observations, has the same form as (18) but with i2 as in Section 2.3.



4.2 Minnesota cancer data revisited We t the new model to both datasets from Section 3 using the Poisson model for the mortality data and the binomial model for the late-detection data. The previous trick for inverting matrices no longer applies in the approximate method, so computing times were longer. Independent inverse gamma priors with shape and rate parameters 0.01 were used for



2 and 2. In computing 's prior by sampling from the priors of 2 and 2 , many 2 draws were so high that the right-most matrix in (18) was numerically singular. Thus, Table 4 (seventh to tenth rows) lists only posterior summaries for for both datasets based on the two i2 determination methods. Again, 's distribution is broadly consistent with pD , though less so for the binomial model (late-detection data). The posteriors for based on the exact and approximate i2 are very much alike. Comparing rows within Table 4, increases by about 25 for the cancer mortality data and about six for the late detection data, a notable increase in model size from including the heterogeneity eects.
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5 Using degrees of freedom to specify priors A well-known diculty in Bayesian hierarchical modeling is specifying prior distributions, especially for variance parameters, because typically there is little relevant expert opinion or prior data, and because they are inherently non-intuitive (it is dicult to think about the prior variance of a variance). Degrees of freedom may help, because when shrinkage or smoothing is controlled by a single variance, is a one-to-one function of that variance. For i.i.d. random eects, equation (13) shows that is a function of 2 and i2 (either treated as known pseudovariances or as functions of the unknown mean structures). A prior on 



thus induces a prior on the unknown 2. Similarly, for the spatial CAR model in Section 3, a prior on in (17) induces a prior on 2 . Hodges and Sargent (2001, Section 6) explored this way of specifying priors for normal-normal hierarchical models. To demonstrate this possibility, we now focus on the approximate method for i2 . To investigate how dierent priors for aect its posterior, we considered three inverse gamma specications for 2 in the spatial-only (Section 3) model, where the inverse gammas were selected for the priors they induce on : one spreading its support over the interval (1 87), the range of possible  one concentrated on low values of  and one concentrated on high values of . Table 5 lists the selected priors and corresponding posterior summaries for both cancer datasets. It also includes for comparison results from the IG(0:01 0:01) prior used in Sections 3 and 4. Figure 2 shows the cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) for the priors induced on by these four dierent priors on 2 , using the i2 from the Minnesota cancer mortality data. For the breast cancer detection data (binomial model), 's posterior is highly in uenced by its prior: the posterior arising from the prior concentrated on high values has 95% of its 19
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Figure 2: CDFs of priors for induced by four dierent inverse gamma specications for 2 in the spatial-only model, Minnesota cancer mortality data. mass between 44.7 and 57.9, while the other priors give posteriors with at least 97.5% of their mass less than 21.3. For the mortality data (Poisson model), though, 's posterior is much less aected by the prior, with 95% posterior credible sets all between 21 and 52 and means between 30 and 45. These results are understandable given the relative strengths of the two data sets: the counts (numerators) and denominators in the detection data are much smaller than those in the mortality data, so the data have less in uence on 's posterior. Note that for the mortality data, the posterior arising from the conventional IG(0:01 0:01) prior for 2 is similar to the posterior from the \spread out" prior, while for the detection data, this conventional prior seems to favor slightly larger , which seems more consistent with the picture painted in Figure 2. Now consider the reverse problem, where a prior is placed on to induce a prior on 20
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Figure 3: Histograms of samples of (a) 2 , and (b) -log( 2), back-transformed from draws from a at prior on , using the model in Section 3 with the detection data.



2 . An obvious candidate prior for is uniform on the interval (1 N ) where N is the number of random eects this prior is arguably noninformative with regard to the amount of shrinkage. To do this for the detection data, we sampled from Unif(1 87) and solved for 2 for each draw. Figure 3 shows histograms of the 2 and ; log( 2 ) samples. The distribution of ; log( 2) resembles a normal density, suggesting the induced distribution on 1= 2 is roughly lognormal. Figure 4 compares the distributions of ; log( 2), 1= 2, and 1= 2 on a logarithmic scale to best-tting normal, gamma, and log-gamma quantiles, respectively. Figure 4(a) suggests the uniform prior on does induce a roughly normal prior on ; log( 2 ), with small deviations in both tails. The other two panels indicate a gross dierence in the lower tail between a gamma prior on 1= 2 and the prior induced by a at distribution on 



. The conventional inverse gamma prior for 2 places far more mass on tiny values of 1= 2 than does the more sensible uniform prior for .
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Figure 4: Quantile-quantile (QQ) plots when is sampled from U(1 87): (a) normal plot for ; log( 2 ) (b) gamma plot for 1= 2 (c) log-gamma plot for 1= 2 . In each panel, the solid line indicates where the horizontal and vertical axes are equal, indicating agreement between the sample quantiles and the quantiles of the comparison density.



6 Discussion This paper presented a degrees-of-freedom measure for generalized linear hierarchical models and exemplied it for Poisson and binomial models, specically models with i.i.d. random eects, spatial CAR random eects, or both. We have emphasized 's similarity the complexity measure pD of Spiegelhalter et al. (2002). The latter (Section 3.1) showed that in great generality pD  trace(;L00 V ), where ;L00 is the observed Fisher information evaluated at the posterior mean  of their focus parameter , and V is 's posterior covariance. This in turn is closely approximated by , as in (13), and explains the similarity of and pD . Spiegelhalter et al. (2002, Section 4.1) also showed that for normal linear models, pD is Hodges and Sargent's (2001) , which the present paper extended. Thus inherits the approximate decision-theoretic rationale for pD derived in Spielgelhalter et al (2002, Section 22



7.3). But is not identical to pD , and in particular avoids two of pD 's weaknesses: its \black box" quality, and its occasional tendency to be negative (Spiegelhalter et al., 2002, Section 2.6 Celeux et al., 2003) or, as in our Poisson random-eects example, larger than the number of random eects. These benets of come at the price of somewhat more intensive computation, which pD avoids (c.f. Spiegelhalter et al., 2002, Section 4.2). Recently, Vaida and Blanchard (2004) considered the complexity of hierarchical models in which the focus is on the random eects and not on marginal-model parameters. They retraced the Akaike Information Criterion's derivation as the model-selection rule that minimizes Kullback-Leibler discrepancy from the \true" model, for both the maximum likelihood estimator and the restricted-likelihood estimator of the variance components. For Gaussian random eects models with known variance components, the complexity penalty is exactly Hodges and Sargent's (2001)  when the variance components are unknown, has a smallsample adjustment, as does the usual AIC. We conjecture that for generalized linear mixed models, this conditional AIC would include a complexity penalty that at worst approximates the present paper's . Combined with other diagnostic tools, may have another role in model exploration and selection. For example, the breast cancer late-detection data showed substantial smoothing. However, high posterior smoothing of random eects may only indicate that the prior is overly informative. Also, if degrees of freedom do not increase when a one-error spatial model is expanded to a two-error spatial-plus-heterogeneity model, this may suggest that the heterogeneity component is not needed. Our derivation relies on the normal approximation, which pD avoids. The breast cancer detection data and the simulation study in Section 2.3 show that with a binomial model, 



was reasonably close to pD but not as close as for the mortality (Poisson) data. Of 23



course, the counts from the latter data set are generally much larger, so we might expect a better normal approximation. In any event, 's robustness to inaccuracy in the normal approximation requires further study. Computing requires specication of i2 , the error variance for observation or cluster i. We considered two ways to specify i2: the \exact" i2, where i2 is a function of the unknown linear predictor i , and the \approximate" i2 , where i2 is a function of ^i , the MLE of i, and is thus a function of the data. These two specications gave very similar results in all examples where both were computed (Tables 2 and 4). The approximate i2 has the advantage of simplicity, but does not exist for some models (e.g., the Bernoulli) and datasets (e.g., zero observations for a Poisson model, or zero or ni observations for a binomial model). This latter diculty can be avoided by using the exact i2 exclusively at the price of some extra complexity. Alternatively, the approximate i2 can be used with a \patch" or remedy for instances where the approximation fails. We have explored three possible remedies. The rst is an ad hoc approximation: add a small positive number ! to every observation



yi, and in the binomial case add 2! to every ni. This solves the problem at the cost of an arbitrary adjustment to the data. (This is probably ill-advised in the Bernoulli case of Section 2.3, because every observation would be substantially altered by !.) In a small initial exploration, ! between 0.01 and 0.1 gave reasonable results for both Poisson and binomial data, but in general a \good" ! could depend on the dataset or model. The second and third remedies arise from running a preliminary Metropolis-Hastings algorithm for a small number of iterations using prior distributions that force a small amount of smoothing on the



i (c.f. Sargent et al., 2000, Section 4). The resulting posterior means for i may be suitable articial outcomes y~i for use with the quadratic approximation to the log-likelihood, or the posterior mean and variance of the i may be used for ui and i2 , respectively. However, it 24



is not obvious how to specify the low-shrinkage preliminary run. Initial results (Lu, 2004) indicate that all three remedies work about equally well for the cases considered, with the ad hoc method having the great advantage of simplicity. For the low-shrinkage preliminary



run, a generally applicable value for 2 may be possible for the binomial case because the logit scale oers a potentially universal denition of \large" and \small" values (say, 4). However, this may not be possible in the Poisson case. Among previously-reported priors for hierarchical models, ours (Section 5) is closest to the approximate uniform-shrinkage prior of Natarajan and Kass (2000). Hodges and Sargent (2001, Section 6) showed that for at least two Gaussian models (the balanced one-way random-eects model and smoothed ANOVA), a uniform prior on is identical to the uniform shrinkage prior. The diculty in extending the uniform-shrinkage prior to clustered generalized linear models is that each cluster's shrinkage factor is a function of the cluster's mean, so the clusters have dierent shrinkage factors that are all functions of a single between-cluster variance. Natarajan and Kass (2000) work around this by putting a at prior on a kind of average shrinkage factor. Specically, they compute an average (over clusters) of the cluster-specic information matrix, and use that to dene an average shrinkage factor (Natarajan and Kass 2000, equation (2)), on which they put a at prior. The prior introduced in Section 5 is much like Natarajan and Kass's prior, but diers in two ways. First, the -based prior preserves variation in cluster-specic shrinkage factors instead of using an \average" shrinkage factor. It does so by making an approximation within each cluster, instead of Natarajan and Kass's between-cluster approximation. Second, the -based prior is a at prior on the total degrees of freedom in the mean structure, i.e., the sum across clusters of 1 ; (cluster shrinkage factor), instead of a at prior on the average shrinkage factor. In the Gaussian cases mentioned above, these dierences disappear it remains to be seen how 25



they play out in more complex cases. Presumably the discrepancy would be most prominent when cluster-specic shrinkage factors vary greatly. Finally, degrees of freedom can be applied to more complicated hierarchical models, e.g., with non-diagonal ;1 or ;2, or with more than two levels. Hodges (1998) and Lee and Nelder (1996) suggest an obvious starting point, using the reformulated model (7) and (12) with non-diagonal cov(e) = ;. Also, for models with two or more types of smoothing, as in Section 4, is not a one-to-one function of the variances that control smoothing, so it is not clear how to use a prior on to induce a fully-specied prior on those variances. These are just a few possibilities for further investigation.
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i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20



1 =3 2 = 0:5 35 11 17 14 16 16 24 51 45 9 22 21 9 5 26 8 23 15 14 52



2 =3 2 = 4 32 9 156 4 180 85 8 15 153 6 36 210 22 41 218 8 3 143 142 35



Dataset 3  = 10 2 = 0:5 18571 16123 17123 19040 30844 7329 7689 20954 16759 22285 21034 26540 19943 55272 12210 15087 41991 14009 13101 7131



4



5



12247 4863 4967 3348 86178 6929 67328 103326 5265 133191 4159 1923 79147 1451 11106 68671 228380 2026 2630 178893



21 15 14 22 19 24 21 21 18 12 13 27 15 24 22 17 9 22 18 22



 = 10  = 3 2 = 4 2 = 0



Table 1: The ve simulated Poisson data sets. Data set true 



pD i 1 17.8574 17.364 A E 2 19.6444 19.579 A E 3 19.9976 20.028 A E 4 19.9991 20.810 A E 5 1.0000 7.5730 A E



2



Posterior summaries for 



mean 2:5% median 97:5% 16.9461 14.8952 17.0276 18.5176 17.0630 15.2097 17.1354 18.5295 19.3935 18.9724 19.4106 19.7134 19.4138 19.0234 19.4313 19.7164 19.9955 19.9923 19.9957 19.9978 19.9955 19.9923 19.9957 19.9978 19.9992 19.9986 19.9992 19.9996 19.9992 19.9986 19.9992 19.9996 6.4584 2.3898 6.0495 12.4574 6.4943 2.4158 6.0801 12.5343



Table 2: Posterior summary statistics of for simulated Poisson data in Table 1, under the simple random eects model. In the column labeled i2, \A" indicates results using the approximate method that sets i2 = e;^i , while \E" indicates results using the exact method that sets i2 = e;i . 29



Data  200S, 800F 0.1 1 500S, 500F 0.1 1 2



Truth 



16.7410 132.9826 24.7884 169.9234



Prior on  IG(10,1) IG(10,10) IG(10,1) IG(10,10)



2



pD 19.8800 131.9400 27.5600 204.1080



Posterior summaries for 



mean 2:5% median 97:5% 18.2162 9.6771 16.3224 36.7036 132.1903 90.8138 129.781 183.0643 25.0227 16.1020 24.0876 40.9000 203.7681 153.9245 203.8088 263.5005



Table 3: Posterior summary statistics of for simulated Bernoulli datasets under the simple random eects model. \200S, 800F" means 200 successes out of 1000 trials, and \500S, 500F" means 500 successes out of 1000 trials.



summaries for 



Data Model pD i Mean 2:5% Median 97:5% Mortality clustering only prior 86.2 78.2 87.0 87.0 posterior 36.5 A 34.7 25.6 34.6 44.4 E 35.2 26.1 35.1 45.0 Detection clustering only prior 84.5 37.1 87.0 87.0 posterior 10.6 A 10.0 3.4 9.0 21.2 E 10.1 3.4 9.1 21.4 Mortality clustering+heterogeneity posterior 65.6 A 60.3 49.7 60.5 69.3 E 57.9 49.3 58.0 65.8 Detection clustering+heterogeneity posterior 19.1 A 15.8 7.2 15.2 27.1 E 15.9 7.3 15.3 27.3 Table 4: Prior and posterior of for the Minnesota cancer mortality and breast cancer detection data, under spatial CAR clustering only or clustering plus heterogeneity, derived from the prior and posterior of 2 or ( 2  2). pD is included for comparison. In the column labeled i2, \A" indicates results using the approximate method that sets i2 = e;^i , while \E" indicates results using the exact method that sets i2 = e;i . 2
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summaries for 



Data Prior on IG(,  ) pD mean 2:5% 50% 97:5% Detection spread out prior 49.0 2.0 52.6 87.0 (0.125,0.00125) posterior 6.9 6.0 1.4 4.4 17.8 low values prior 7.6 5.1 7.3 11.5 (10, 0.1) posterior 6.1 6.0 4.1 5.8 8.8 high values prior 83.5 75.8 84.3 86.9 (1, 10) posterior 51.8 51.2 44.7 51.2 57.9 conventional prior 84.5 31.8 87.0 87.0 (0.01,0.01) posterior 10.6 9.9 3.4 8.9 21.3 Mortality spread out prior 46.6 3.0 44.7 87.0 ; 4 (0.167, 1:67  10 ) posterior 34.3 33.8 24.6 33.7 43.8 low values prior 3.5 1.6 2.9 9.6 (2, 2  10;4) posterior 31.3 30.6 21.7 30.4 40.6 high values prior 85.3 71.0 87.0 87.0 (0.1,0.1) posterior 44.6 44.3 36.6 44.2 52.3 conventional prior 86.2 78.2 87.0 87.0 (0.01,0.01) posterior 36.0 35.4 26.7 35.2 44.8 Table 5: Selected priors on and corresponding posterior summaries under spatial CAR clustering only using the approximate specication of i2 method, for the Minnesota cancer mortality data and breast cancer detection data. 2
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